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SPARE A THOUGHT FOR CRITICAL SPARES
Pump failures at oil production facilities globally—be it
the Persian Gulf or the Mexican Gulf—are an
occupational hazard, resulting in halted production and
the loss of several thousand dollars of revenue and
productivity for the business. It is mission critical to get the
production line up and running quickly.

Be present
Registration includes coffee-break, Lunch,
documents. Inscription rights : US$ 151
or € 115 Payment by card
http://metalspain.com/paypal-mexico-fundicion.html or
Bank transfer in Euros or US$

Lunch with clients is very
appreciated in Mexico.
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While this scenario occurs frequently, many companies
fail to anticipate it. Consequently, maintenance crews are
usually scrambling to find spare parts, which if on hand,
are likely to have been in storage for a few years, and are
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now covered in rust. If the crew is lucky, the spare part
works. If not, more time and money is lost in trying to fix
the old part or find a new one.
With engineers focused on operations, this scenario is not
as rare as it should be. Support services such as
preservation of spares are often overlooked and
considered of low priority. Too often, critical spares are
stored with no protection at all. Responsibilities are
divided between departments, and discussions on whose
budget they fall under are protracted. This disastrous
scenario can be avoided with a little forethought and
planning, minimizing downtime and ensuring operations
are kept running at peak performance.

Non-toxic rust removers such as VpCI®-422 can effectively clean the
rust off parts to restore them to usable condition on the same day.

Preservation specialists at Cortec® work with asset owners
in developing best in class, zero-defect, low-cost
preservation solutions. Since many oil, gas, and power
gen operations have warehouses full of spares that may
have already rusted, critical spare preservation often starts
with restoration. Non-toxic rust removers such as VpCI®422 can effectively clean the rust off parts to restore them
to usable condition on the same day. Biobased cleaners
such as EcoLine® Cleaner Degreaser remove greases, oils,
and other contaminants to prepare the parts for
preservation.

DÜRR ECOCLEAN STRIVES FOR FASTER
EXPANSION OF THE GLOBAL MARKET AND
TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

After the successful refocusing under the umbrella of the
Dürr Group, the Dürr Ecoclean Group has become the
international market and technology leader in industrial
parts cleaning over the last few years. Now, various
strategic options for the future alignment and further
growth of Dürr Ecoclean are reviewed. The goal is to
strengthen the company’s international presence and the
proximity to customers as well as to enhance the spectrum
of applications and products.
“The heterogeneous target groups of the Ecoclean
business require different structures in research,
development, production and sales as well as in
marketing than those present at the Dürr Group. In a
strategic partnership with another company or with an
investor we see the opportunity to respond more flexibly
to the demands of our markets and therefore to accelerate
our growth”, explains Chairman of the Board Michael
Förster, who runs the company together with CEO Frank
Ringat.

ENERGY SAVING MYTHS
This presentation will discuss the pros and cons of various
energy saving ideas for aluminum melting and holding
furnaces. The discussion will center around such items as
recuperation, regenerative burners, fixed heat loss, molten
metal circulation, and others. The emphasis will be on
what works with cost effective Returns on Investments.
Attendees will leave with at least nine (9) energy and
money saving ideas for their aluminum melting and
holding furnaces.
Interesting paper at MEXICO FOUNDRY CONGRESS
2016 – June 16th 2016 - See all papers at
http://metalspain.com/FUNDICIONmexico-foundry.htm
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The further global growth of the Ecoclean Group also
requires a consolidation of the strongly fragmented
competitive environment. This may be realized for
example by the acquisition of relevant companies. “In the
globally growing market for industrial cleaning technology
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